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FAQ: OptixGRID™ 
 
What is OptixGRID™? 
OptixGRID™ provides players with a detailed, interactive, and sortable past-performance 
platform to fully enhance their handicapping experience. It is a historical representation of each 
horse, complete with proprietary data that is easily customizable for each user. This dynamic 
approach to viewing “past performances” allows the user to tailor the relevant fields to his or her 
preferences. No other data provider allows this kind of interactive user-approach. 
 
What does OptixGRID™ look like? 
Here is a two-part sample of what our OptixGRID™ matrix looks like. 

 
Image 1 of 2 screenshot of OptixGRID™ 
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Image 2 of 2 screenshot of OptixGRID™ 
 
What are the elements of this OptixGRID™ page? 
The purpose of this FAQ is to highlight some of the categories that are unique to OptixGRID™, 
so that users can start handicapping in their own way. A detailed description of every element 
shown on the OptixGRID™ is available in our OptixGRID™ User’s Guide, which is available 
on our website. 
 
How does OptixGRID™ differ from traditional past-performances? 
In addition to providing players with unique data available only to OptixEQ™ customers, our 
OptixGRID™ also provides players with an interactive and sortable past-performance platform. 
All of our categories can be filtered so you can view just the information you want to see. Our 
information is also sortable. For example, if you want to view our OptixFIGS™ in descending 
order, simply click on that heading to sort the category however you see fit. 
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Is it easy to apply filters and to sort the information found in OptixGRID™? 
Yes. Simply click on the “Filter Help” button to launch a legend that will explain how to filter 
certain categories by using the field boxes above each category. You can also sort by clicking on 
the column headings for each category. OptixGRID™ also has preset buttons that can be clicked 
for common categories like “CurrentYear” or “Today SurfDist.” 
 
 
Can I hide columns I don’t want to see? 
You can tailor the OptixGRID™ to your own liking by simply clicking on the “Hide Column” 
tab, which will then launch a box that will allow you to tick off categories you want to “hide” 
from the matrix. This allows the user to create a past-performance grid that shows only 
specifically chosen information. 
 
 
Can I save my custom filters or column settings? 
At this time, you cannot currently save your custom filters or column settings, but we will be 
adding this feature in a future release. 
 
What’s the difference between OptixGRID™ and OptixNOTES™? 
While there is some overlap of information between OptixGRID™ and OptixNOTES™, the 
OptixGRID™ is a complete past-performance matrix that incorporates traditional handicapping 
information along with proprietary OptixEQ™ data, including OptixNOTES™. OptixNOTES™ 
is our proprietary trip-report platform, which includes trip grades, keywords, form projections, 
and extended comments for a horse’s past performances. If OptixNOTES™ are available, then 
they will show up in the OptixGRID™ matrix. Note that our OptixGRID™ is available for every 
one of our tracks, while our OptixNOTES™ is only available for a limited number of tracks and 
can be purchased separately as a standalone product. 
 
What are some of the proprietary categories you have in OptixGRID™? 
In addition to having all of the traditional past-performances categories, OptixGRID™ has 
several categories that are unique to our past-performance matrix. First off, as mentioned, we 
have all of our OptixNOTES™ information integrated into OptixGRID™. This includes: 

x oNg: This is the OptixNOTES™ letter-grade for a horse’s performance for that race, 
as given by our expert trip-handicappers. The grading is on the A-B-C scale, with an 
“A” being the highest grade possible. 

x OptixNOTES: This is where any OptixNOTES™ keywords and descriptors are listed. 
x Projections: This is where any OptixNOTES™ projections are listed. 
x xC: This stands for “Extended Comments” from the OptixNOTES™ platform. If the 

field is blank, then there are no extended comments for that horse’s performance. 
However, if you see an “I,” you can hover over the icon to display the extended 
comment for that horse. 

x oCg: This is the OptixCLOCKER™ letter-grade for the workout pattern the horse had 
coming into that race (if it’s available). The grading is on the A-B-C scale, with an 
“A” being the highest grade possible. 
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Are there other unique categories specific to OptixGRID™? 
Yes. In addition to OptixNOTES™ information, we also have our race-shape pace data, which 
lets you know how strong or weak a race was. This information includes: 

x O4S: This is our proprietary pace number for the first half-mile in sprint races. Green 
indicates an above-average pace, while red indicates a below-average pace for the first 
half-mile of the race. The higher the number, the faster the pace; the lower the number, 
the slower the pace. The pace numbers are scaled to represent lengths fast or slow, 
respectively. 

x O6S: This is our proprietary pace number for the first 6-furlongs in route races. Green 
indicates an above-average pace, while red indicates a below-average pace for the first 
6-furlongs of the route race. The higher the number, the faster the pace; the lower the 
number, the slower the pace. The pace numbers are scaled to represent lengths fast or 
slow, respectively. 

x OfS: This is our proprietary pace number for the final fractions of the race. Green 
indicates an above-average final fraction, while red indicates a below-average final 
fraction. The higher the number, the stronger the final fraction; the lower the number, 
the slower the final fraction. The pace numbers are scaled to represent lengths fast or 
slow, respectively. 

x OpS: This is our proprietary pace strength number for the entire race (achieved by 
adding the O4S or O6S with the OfS). Green indicates an above-average race, while 
red indicates a below-average race. The higher the number, the stronger the race; the 
lower the number, the weaker the race. The pace numbers are scaled to represent 
lengths fast or slow, respectively. 

▪ > 3 lengths: fast 
▪ < -3 lengths: slow 
▪ > 5 lengths: very fast 
▪ < -5 lengths: very slow 
▪ < 3 lengths and > -3 lengths: average 

 
There also appears to be some data unique to the OptixEQ™ platform. Is there any 
integration between OptixGRID™ and other OptixEQ™ products? 
Yes, in our OptixGRID™, you can view historical information for each horse using some of our 
proprietary information—like a horse’s preferred “RunStyle”, a race’s previous PlotFit (“Fit”) 
and Contention (“q1%”), as well as a horse’s past position on our OptixPLOTs (“oP” and 
“LOC”). You can also launch a past OptixPLOT™ by simply clicking on the OptixPLOT™ 
(“oP”) icon in the past-performance matrix. Also, if you have purchased OptixPLOT™, you can 
launch a horse’s previous PLOT by double-clicking any previous race for which an 
OptixPLOT™ exists. 
 
Why do you keep scratch information on each horse in OptixGRID™? 
We like to include scratch information as part of our past-performance matrix so that we can see 
the entire history of a horse’s career, allowing us to better understand a trainer’s intentions. Each 
scratch includes race conditions and exactly why a horse might have been scratched from a race. 
This is especially important if a horse is a “veterinarian scratch” or if the horse was scratched by 
the trainer perhaps to run in an easier race. 
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Do you have your own speed figures? 
Yes, we have our own OptixFIGS™, which are our unique and proprietary speed figures 
developed exclusively for our OptixEQ™ products, using methodologies that are specific to 
EquiLytix LLC. While these are speed figures (and not performance figures), OptixFIGS™ are 
calculated in a manner that incorporates the pace dynamics of a race and the daily track variants. 
OptixFIGS™ are transformations from velocity to speed and then scaled to a “more standard” 
index type of figure in the same general range as Beyer Speed Figures or BRIS Speed Ratings. 
Note that all of our numbers are on the same scale. In other words, an 85 OptixFIG™ on the dirt 
is the same as an 85 OptixFIG™ on turf or synthetic surfaces. 
 
Sometimes there are codes after the speed figures. What does that mean? 
If you see a triangle icon (▲) next to a speed figure, it means that the figure was earned under 
certain conditions. If you hover over the triangle, you will see one or more of the following 
messages: 

x small # of races available 

x lack of quality of races available 

x intraday changing track conditions 

x extreme weather conditions 

x race distance rarely carded 

 
What tracks does OptixGRID™ cover? 
We offer every major racetrack in North America, as well as several of the minor circuits. We 
currently have 27 tracks and will continue to add more. If you don’t see a specific track, please 
contact us directly to see about adding a new track. 


